AbstractÐIn this paper, we propose an enumeration method to check link conflicts in the mapping of n-dimensional uniform dependence algorithms with arbitrary convex index sets into k-dimensional processor arrays. Previous methods on checking the link conflicts had to examine either the whole index set or the I/O spaces whose size are yx Pn or yx nÀI , respectively, where x is the problem size of the n-dimensional uniform dependence algorithm. In our approach, checking the link conflicts is done by enumerating integer solutions of a mixed integer linear program. In order to enumerate integer solutions efficiently, a representation of the integer solutions is devised so that the size of the space enumerated is yPx nÀk . Thus, our approach to checking link conflicts has better performance than previous methods, especially for larger k. For the special case k n À P, we show that link conflicts can be checked by solving two linear programs in one variable.
INTRODUCTION
REGULAR processor arrays, such as systolic arrays introduced by Kung [1] , which have regularly and locally connected interconnections via data links between processing elements (PEs) are very suitable for implementation on VLSI chips. This type of processor arrays supports the parallel implementation of algorithms, especially the uniform dependence algorithms, from signal or image processing and scientific computation applications [2] .
Uniform dependence algorithms, termed by Shang and Fortes [3] , include those described by single uniform recurrence equations [2] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] and those described by programs with nested loops [11] . They are characterized by uniform data dependencies and unit-time computation. Informally, a uniform dependence algorithm is represented by a subset (called index set) of multidimensional integer points (called index points) and a finite set of data dependence vectors. The index set of an algorithm is a finite convex subset of n [12] . The minimal convex polytope or convex hull bounding the index set is usually a nondegenerated convex polytope in
n . An index set is a hyperparallelepiped index set if is a hyperparallelepiped. We call n the dimension of the uniform dependence algorithm.
Most researches on synthesizing [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] processor arrays from the uniform dependence algorithms focus on finding a space-time mapping (linear transformation) to the algorithm such that the transformed algorithm represents a regular processor array. The space-time mapping is, in general, represented as a transformation matrix. The first row and the rest of the transformation matrix are the time mapping vector, called linear schedule vector, and the space mapping matrix, called allocation matrix, respectively. In other words, the space-time mapping transforms an index point of the uniform dependence algorithm into a time step and a PE location in the processor array. Thus, a processor array is a k-dimensional array if the transformation matrix is k I Â n integer matrix. For mapping a uniform dependence algorithm into a k-dimensional processor array, three kinds of conflict-free mapping conditions must be satisfied. They are precedence, computation, and data link conflict-free conditions. We say that a computational conflict occurs if more than one computation of a uniform dependence algorithm are mapped to the same processor and the same time step, and that a link conflict occurs if more than one datum are mapped such that they travel along the same data link at the same time step. In this paper, we address the problem of checking link conflicts in the mapping of n-dimensional uniform dependence algorithms into k-dimensional processor arrays with H`k`n À I.
There have been several attempts on the problem of checking the link conflicts [13] , [14] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] . One of these methods [13] , [14] has to examine the whole index set of size yx Pn , where x is the problem size. Other methods [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] use the I/O spaces concept to check link conflicts. Each I/O space is associated with a data dependence vector d. An I/O space can be an input space or an output space and is defined as the set fi À d j i P t nd i À d T P tg and fi j i P t nd i d T P tg, respectively, where t is the index set. However, an exact link conflict checking cannot be obtained by their methods if the I/O space is a nonconvex one. In [17] , [18] , a procedure was proposed to map nonconvex I/O space into convex one. But, the projection of nonconvex I/O space may introduce superfluous points which are not needed in the computation of the algorithm, into the projected I/O space. An example of such projection of nonconvex I/O space is shown in Fig. 1 . Thus, to check link conflict exactly, enumeration of the I/O space of size yx nÀI is required. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we define the algorithm model and the array model used in this paper. Section 3 is devoted to the formulation of the link conflict checking problem as a mixed integer linear program. In Section 4, a representation of the integer solutions of the mixed integer linear program is given. Based on this representation, we can enumerate the integer solutions in an efficient way. For the special case k n À P, we also show that the link conflicts can be checked by solving two linear programs in one variable. In Section 5, we estimate the size of the enumeration space and show that the time complexity for the representation is polynomial. Finally, a conclusion is given in Section 6.
ALGORITHM MODEL AND ARRAY MODEL
In this section, the models for the algorithms and processor arrays used in this paper are introduced. We briefly describe them as follows.
Algorithm Model
Algorithms under consideration are the uniform dependence algorithms. A uniform dependence algorithm is a single-assignment algorithm [2] , which can be described as n-nested loops of the form:
for i I l I to u I by 1 do for i P l P to u P by 1 do ... for i n l n to u n by 1 do stt I ; stt P ; ... stt m ; endfor endfor endfor l j and u j are integer-valued linear expression involving
The loops define a space t, called the index set t & n , of points i I Y i P Y Á Á Á Y i n as follows:
Statement stt j is of the form:
where index point i P t and d P nÂI , Y Y . f j is a singlevalued function of a fixed number of arguments. Y , and are variables of the uniform dependence algorithm. The constant vectors d P nÂI are the data dependence vectors for the variables Y Y , respectively. In the form of statement stt j , computing the value i of variable at index point i needs the value i À d of variable at index point i À d . Thus, we say that the value i À d is used and the value i is generated at index point i for variable . And, we say that data dependence vector d is associated with variable . Now, we use the notation token i as a token of variable whose value is used and generated in all index points of the form i zd , where i P t and z P . From this, the input space and output space of variable associated with data dependence vector d are defined as the set fi À d j i P t nd i À d T P tg and fi j i P t nd i d T P tg, respectively.
Since the array model, described in the next paragraph, considered in this paper is the same as that in [13] , [17] , [18] , we also impose the same restriction on the uniform dependence algorithms as in their works. The restriction is stated as follows.
Restriction [13, p. 66] . For every data dependence vector
Under this restriction, there is no integer point between index point i and index point i d . Thus, token i and token i H represent two different tokens if and only if i T i H zd for z P .
Array Model
We assume that the execution of the processor array is synchronous with a global clock that ticks in unit time, and the evaluation of a computation by a PE takes unit time.
Since we use the space-time mapping Ã ! P kIÂn to map a uniform dependence algorithm with index set t to a processor array, the processor space is defined as the set fi P kÂn j i P tg. operations with the host are restricted to the input (output) PEs of the array. This array model is the same as that is adopted in [13] , [14] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] . It conforms to the typical properties of VLSI processor arrays, namely, simple and regular interconnection pattern between PEs.
FORMULATION OF THE LINK CONFLICT CHECKING PROBLEM
In this section, we disscuss the formulation of the link conflict checking problem. A link conflict occurs if and only if two tokens of a variable arrive the same PE at the same time and move together contending the same link. Given a uniform dependence algorithm with data dependence matrix h and index set t, the formulation of the link conflict checking problem can be derived as follows:
Let Ã ! be the space-time mapping. Let variable be associated with data dependence vector d . Since, for each data
we restricted that Thus, the link conflict checking problem can be solved by checking the nonzero integer solution y of the following mixed integer linear programming problem.
Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problem: Ã
Clearly, difft is a convex polytope which is symmetric to the origin. Notice that a nonzero vector y such that y i À i H zd P difft for an integer z is always a solution of the MILP problem, since we can set H and choose q Àz. In this case, since token i and token i H represent the same token, there is no link conflict. If there exists a nonzero integer solution
H P , then a link conflict between tokens token i and token i H exists. Thus, to check the link conflicts for the tokens of the variable , all nonzero integer solutions of the MILP problem need to be enumerated.
CHECKING LINK CONFLICTS
In this section, we give a method to enumerate the integer solutions y of the MILP problem so as to check link conflicts for a variable with its associated data dependence vector d . As y À qd in the MILP problem where P nÂI and q P , enumeration of the integer solutions y is not a straightforward task. Thus, we derive a representation for the integer solutions y. Based on this representation, all integer solutions y P difft can be enumerated systematically.
A Representation of the Integer Solutions
In order to enumerate the integer solutions y, we represent y as an integer linear combination of some vectors. First, we expressed y qd as a linear combination of some integer vectors as follows. Denote xvv fx j x Hg, the null space of the space-time mapping matrix . Since H in the MILP problem, we have P xvv . Thus, can be expressed as a linear combination of the vectors of a basis spanning xvv . In order to find a basis of the xvv , we introduce the notion of the Hermite normal form. Let w I Y Á Á Á Y w n . T h e n , H c a n b e r e w r i t t e n a s r ÀI H.
. Then, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2 [15] .
Proof. After simple manipulation, the lemma follows. End of proof. We have y wr where w is an integer matrix and r a rational vector. Since y is a rational linear combination of the columns of matrix w, vectors y cannot be enumerated. Thus, we must select another set of linear independent vectors such that vector y can be expressed as an integer linear combination of those vectors. To achieve this, the notion of the Smith normal form is introduced. . Given a matrix e P nÂm , there exist two unimodular matrices P nÂn and P mÂm such that e e
e is called the Smith normal form of matrix e, e is unique,
H , is the greatest common divisor of subdeterminants of order k of the matrix e, and m H is the rank of the matrix e.
Now, let w P nÂnÀk be the Smith normal form of the matrix w P nÂnÀk . Then, there exist two unimodular matrices P nÂn and P nÀkÂnÀk such that w w . Denote
The following theorem shows that integer vector y can be expressed as an integer linear combination of the first n À k columns of matrix ÀI .
Theorem 4.4.
Proof. In this proof, we use the notation e nÂm to indicate that matrix e is of size n Â m. w nÂnÀk nÀkÂI P nÂI . Remember that rnkw n À k.
And, diagonal entries s i Y i IY Á Á Á Y n À k of the matrix w are positive integer numbers. This implies that i z i as i , z i P , Consequently, the representation of the integer solutions can be found in polynomial time.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new formulation for the checking of link conflicts on mapping the uniform dependence algorithms into lower dimensional processor arrays with link connection between neighboring PEs is proposed. The formulation is a mixed integer linear program (MILP) and an integer solution of it can represent a link conflict of two tokens of a variable. To check the existence of nonzero integer solutions of the MILP, the integer solutions are represented as an integer linear combination of basis vectors. By this representation, we found that the integer vectors can be enumerated in yPx nÀk time complexity, where x is the problem size, n and k are dimensions of the algorithms and processor arrays, respectively. (Previous methods to check link conflicts require an enumeration of the index set or I/O space whose size are yx Pn or yx nÀI , respectively.) We have shown that the basis vectors can be found in ploynomial time complexity. For the special case, k n À P, we have shown that link conflicts can be checked by solving two linear programs in one variable.
A closed related work on mapping the n-dimensional uniform dependence algorithms into lower dimensional arrays was proposed in [15] . However, there is a main difference in implementation requirements between our method and that in [15] . First, they allow the data arrive before the time of their usage at the PE. Thus, a large bandwith is required between neighboring PEs to support the necessary data movement. For our method, the data must arrive at the PE at the time of their usage. And, the buffer size between neighboring PEs can be derived when the design is complete. Second, if a large bandwith is not possible, their method does not guarantee free of link conflicts for some designs. For more details, see [24] . But, all the designs produced by our method are free of link conflicts.
The applicability of our method can be seen by the following arguments: First, our method can be applied to uniform dependence algorithms with arbitrary convex index sets. Second, using the approach proposed in [13] , our method can also be applied to the case that the components of the dependence vector are not relative-prime. Their approach is the use of a modified array model. For details, see their paper [13, pp. 68-69] . Third, since synthesizing processor arrays from algorithms is divided into two main steps, uniformization step [25] and mapping step, our method can be used in the mapping step after the algorithm is uniformized.
